**Spring Assignment: Your CUIP Success Story**

Your written assignment for the spring quarter is a two to three page essay describing your successes as a CUIP intern. This assignment will be the basis of your year-end presentation and will be published on the CUIP web site as a representation of the work you accomplished in your year-long internship. The essay is due in June. It may be submitted through eCommons in the “drop box”. (Early submissions are welcome.)

The essay will provide you with the opportunity to reflect upon your CUIP experience, share your future plans and describe how the CUIP experience has contributed to those plans. **The essay is to be written in THIRD PERSON in the style of a newspaper article or marketing piece intended to highlight both your accomplishments and the strong points of the CUIP program.** It will be assessed according to how specifically you address the prompts below and how thoughtfully you engage with the prompts.

**Please describe the following:**

1) **Qualities or experiences you had before the internship, which made you an excellent candidate for your particular internship.**
2) **Your accomplishments and growth in the internship.**
3) **Ways in which the course added to your internship experience.**
4) **Your plans for the future and any ways in which the CUIP program helped prepare you for those plans.**
5) **You can/should add photos of your CUIP experience.**